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Steph Nightwind has taken an oath to serve the Crimson Coven. After his Seelie Court found their

long lost Prince and bonded with the Savage Mountain Dragon Circle, Steph the Court Warrior

found himself redundant. He felt like he no longer had a purpose. The Crimson War brought him

honor and a place in the Crimson Coven as a soldier and an equal. What Steph doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

expect to find is his forever mate, and he certainly doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t expect to be rejected. As the

drama unfolds and Steph finds himself torn between the love of his new home and the pain at his

mateÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s rejection, he has to wonder if he can remain at Crimson or if he must strike out

again alone. Will he let his pride keep him from hearing his mate out and fixing all that has been

broken?Fulton Raines is an old vampire. He has been around since the time of Alexander

StoneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s father and has known nothing but the life of a vampire warrior, constantly on the

move. He was called back to Crimson to defend the Coven in the Great War, but now he has been

ordered to stay and spearhead the rebuilding and expansion efforts. The captivity is chaffing at him.

When he walks smack into the path of his fate destined chosen, its just one more disappointment.

Fulton has a history with The Fae, and it is not a happy one. He lashes out and earns the scorn of

his coven and the contempt of his chosen. Will Fulton let his prejudice destroy a fate chosen love?

Or, can he seek redemption in the arms of his beloved?
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What a great start to the Crimson Vampires new beginnings. Fulton and Steph's love story was hard

fought. Prejudices can really destroy things if one allows it to happen. What a coincidence both

Fulton and Steph's beginning of life was basically the same. There is a full circle surprise at the end.

I read the book in one day. I highly recommend reading this book and the entire series.

Absolutely loved The Crimson Redemption!Fulton and Steph were great together once they got

over their problems. Which were mainly caused by Fulton.At first I wanted to slap Fulton upside his

head. But once he got over his prejudices, and pulled his head out his butt, he was exactly what

Steph needed. And I loved he wasn't afraid to show his love for Steph.Steph was a sweet bad ass.

(If there wasn't ever such a thing there sure is now) I absolutely loved him. My heart broke for him

when Fulton said what he did, but I loved how he wasn't afraid to stand up to him.All in all it was an

awesome read.. But we shouldn't expect anything less from B.A Stretke. 5 huge stars from me!

I was so excited for these 2 and Stretke didn't let me down. As usual fated mates, just enough

drama, steamy, a little emotion. I love B. A. Stretke for the quick lite reads that pack just enough

punch to be interesting and not to sweet. So sad for that this is the finale. But the glad we see more

of Crimson. This was a great read and I always recommend Stretke, he is a master of the quick, lite

reads for genre and I always anticipate his books.

Once again another great book of the continuing story of the crimson coven. Learning that one

person shouldn't paint your entire perspective of an entire race. A vampire and a fae clash and find

where they complete the other. Just because you are 300 years old. Doesn't make you a good man.

Sometimes a little faerie can make your rough edges smooth again.

I was almost concerned there for a moment as to how far the Commander was going to let things

get out of hand, but luckily fate prevailed. This one was highly entertaining, although I am surprised

he was so easily redeemed. I adore the Crimson Coven folk and hope to read more.



Love it so Much! I love this series, so much emotion that you can feel the hurt and rejection, the feel

the love and Acceptance! Love It! Can't wait to read more, but it seemed to end for Good! So sad

but happy, want more!

I love all of B.A. series. This is a very good read. I like my vampires, faes & werewolves. Read the

series, you'll love it. I can't wait for the next book in the series. Thanks B.A., keep the coming. DB

I do love this series....it was good to get Steph's story and I'm glad he got his HEA...I can't wait for

the next installment....
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